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The menu of Lighthouse Cafe from Columbia includes 17 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu
cost about $4.0. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Lighthouse Cafe:
Recently moved into the area and searching around for a nice, local coffee shop. The only downside is the

mocha I ordered was luke-warm and not hot; gotten ice cold after ten minutes. More than happy though to give it
another shot based on the atmosphere and the staff. read more. The restaurant offers complimentary WiFi for its

guests. What mathilde turkson hinton doesn't like about Lighthouse Cafe:
The Lighthouse coffee shop used to be a special place until now.There is a new owner now and the 3 times I

went to get my usual latte Macchiato , it was terrible.I went there today again just to give them another chance
and it tasted the worst as if chemicals were added , it was luke warm and weak.A friend who was with me had

ordered a cappuccino and she left it after taking one sip.Will not be going back. read more. The large diversity of
coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Lighthouse Cafe even more worthwhile, Here you'll find sweet

pastries and cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages.
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Desser�
MUFFINS

Classic�
CAFE AU LATE

Frappe�
COFFEE FRAPPE $5.5

Beverage�
CUP OF TEA $2.0

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO

Coffee�
SUBMARINO $3.2

Frapp� - Froze� Blende�
Drink�
CREAM FRAPPE $5.5

Ligh� Hous�
CAFE AND STUFF

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

BREWED COFFEE

DECAF

ESPRESSO

MOCHA

LATTE

CHAI LATTE

CAFÉ
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -14:30
Tuesday 07:00 -14:30
Wednesday 07:00 -14:30
Thursday 07:00 -18:00
Friday 07:00 -16:00
Saturday 08:00 -15:00
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